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Metrics

Coverage

Effectiveness of detection mechanisms

Detection Latency 

Characterization of chances for error propagation

Errors sensitivity of system components 

Identification of components to focus on, for enhancing reliability

Fault propagation

Assistance in placement of error detectors

Reliability/Availability



Synthesized Hardware Level:
Simulation-based framework for gate-level fault injection
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Overall Flow of a Fault Injection Campaign

Program Language Complexity 

Parser C About 1400 code lines 

Filter Perl 900+ code lines 

Fault_collapsing Perl 150+ code lines 

Script_gen Perl 550+ code lines 

Vcd_compare Perl 400+ code lines 

 
Implementation Complexity



Case: 
Microprocessor Sensitivity to Errors 

Use fault injection at the gate-level to assess fault sensitivity of a 

microprocessor for embedded systems implemented on FPGA

Impact of soft-errors in combinational logic and in flip-flops

Estimation of fault sensitivity of speculation, control and execution 

units

Classification of the processor failure behavior in terms of application 

crash, silent data corruption, incomplete execution

Analysis of propagation paths of faults across processor’s 

components



Why Control Logic?
Complexity of performance enhancing techniques impacts processor reliability

Is speculation fault-tolerant?

Injecting a fault in forwarding control logic can freeze the processor

Not Faulty

Faulty
6  0000000c  .text 0x2000

7  00002000  Program:

8  00002000  addui r1,r0,50 ; Sort 50 numbers

9  00002004  subi r1,r1,1 ; Index 0 ... n-1

10  00002008  sll r1,r1,1 ; Sort half-words

11  0000200c  add r2,r0,r0 ; r1: SortedFlag, list not sorted

13  00002010  RunAgain: slti r3,r1,0 ; List sorted ?



Why not RTL fault injection? (1/2)

The RTL represents the behavior of the system abstracting 

the data flow of the computation

The flip-flops are well-represented, but not the 

combinational logic

1. RTL does not model the actual implementation of the circuit 

 inaccuracy of the fault-injection at RTL level

2. Different implementations of the same circuits have different 

manifestation rate



Why not RTL fault injection? (2/2)

Y <= A + B

Carry-look 

ahead adder
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Sensitivity to errors of a circuit 

depends on the implementation 

at the gate-level 



FPGA Fault Model
Faults in Xilinx FPGA architecture

Bit-flip faults in flip-flops 

Transient disturbances (varying duration) on input/output of LUTs / gate of glue logic

Time of fault occurrence is equi-distributed in the simulation time



Microprocessor Fault Manifestation
(DLX/ MIPS-like processor)

Fault injection at gate-level: time consuming but essential to 
assess the sensitivity of the combinational logic

Pin-level mismatch

Different workloads
Manifestation rate approximately 4%

Workload has an impact on fault latency

Application Bubble Sort Prime Number

Fault Duration 1/8 clk ¼ clk ½ clk 1 clk ½ clock 1 clk

Faults injected 8324 14808 10196 25836 12027 14816

Fault manifested 68 205 242 1135 250 554

Manifestation rate 

[%]
0.8 +/- 0.2 1.4 +/- 0.2 2.4 +/- 0.3 4.4 +/- 0.2 2.1 +/- 0.3 3.7 +/- 0.3

Average Error 

Latency [cycles]
7.6 7 7.1 8.4 16.6 16.7



Error Sensitivity: 

Combinational Logic vs Flip–Flops

Sensitivity is average percentage of faults injected resulting in errors

Sensitivity of flip-flops is higher than combinational logic

e.g., for 1 clock cycle transient: sensitivity of combinational logic is 4.2%, 10.4% for 

flip-flops



Fault Sensitivity of Processor Components

Control and Speculation units are 2 and 5 times more sensitive than Execution unit

Speculation is not fault-tolerant

Speculation sensitivity mainly due to Branch Target prediction (in IF) and Commit

Unit

We expect this problem being worse for more complex microprocessors

Functional

Units

1/8 clk ¼ clk ½ clk 1 clk

Sensitivity Sensitivity Sensitivity Sensitivity

Execution 0.5 0.6 1.3 2.4

Control 0.8 1.3 2.3 4.4

Speculation 1.0 4.0 6.5 12.8

Memory 

Interface
2.6 4.2 6.4 11.1



Impact on the Application

The processor is connected to an external memory (not injected), 

containing the process image (code and data) written / read by the 

processor

Outcome % of errors 

Crash 23% 

Fail-silent data violation 13% 

Incomplete execution 12% 

No effect 53% 

 

Outcome Definition

Crash
A memory location loaded or stored is out of the boundaries of the application

text segment or out of the boundaries of the application data segment.

Fail-silent data 

violation (SDC)
The application terminates without crashing but the result of the computation, i.e.,

the content of the memory, is incorrect as compared with the golden run.

Incomplete 

execution
The program does not complete in the expected time (normal execution time +

extra time margin).

No effect
There is a mismatch at the pin-level in the cycle-accurate behavior of the

processor, and the application program terminates correctly, i.e., the content of

the memory matches the golden run.



Classification of the Processor Failure Behavior

Faults in Execution contribute to 45% Crashes and 40% FSDV

Control and Speculation together contribute to 70% of Incomplete

Executions

E.g., stalled commit unit, corrupted reorder buffer

Mechanisms to contain these errors

Functional Block Crash
Fail silent data

violation

Incomplete

execution

Execution 45% 40% 17%

Control 17% 24% 35%

Speculation 17% 10% 34%

Memory Interface 21% 26% 14%
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Analysis of Propagation Paths

Complete map of 

error propagation 

paths in the target 

processor



Benefits of Error Propagation Path Analysis

Selectively determine detection mechanisms to maximize the coverage

For example: Register File

highly error sensitive block: contributes 27% of errors (for transients with 
duration of 1 clock cycle) 

accounts for 20% of the area of the processor

protection based on the use of replication would result in a large area 
overhead

More efficient protection based on range checking (i.e., check the value) of the 

signals at the interface with the Dispatcher

30% of the time a fault from the Register File propagates to the Dispatcher



System Level:
NFTAPE Software Fault Injection Framework

CPU
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System 
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Fault Injection 

Spec’s

Injection Strategy
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•path-based

•Random

Injection Method
•by hardware
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Fault Location
•CPU
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•Other I/Os

Injection Time
•load threshold

•execution path

•fault arrival rate

Workload Spec’s

•Rates and Mixes

•Interaction

•Intensity



What is NFTAPE?

Framework for conducting automated  fault/error injection 

based dependability characterization

Enables user to: 

specify a fault/error injection plan 

carry on injection experiments 

collect the experimental results for analysis 

Facilitates both custom and automated execution of fault/error injection 

experiments

Enables assessment of dependability metrics including availability, 

reliability,  and coverage

Operates in a distributed environment

Licensed to both major manufactures and government agencies



NFTAPE Framework Configuration
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Control Host & Process Manager

 Control Host

Common mechanism to setup and control fault/error injection experiments

Processes a Campaign Script, a file that specifies a state machine or control flow 

followed by the control host during the fault injection campaign

 Process Manager

Daemon to manage (execution and termination) processes 

on target nodes

 processes include: injectors, workloads, applications, monitors

 all processes are treated the same – as an abstract process object – rather than a process of 

some specific type

Facilitates communication between control host and target nodes



Fault/Error Model

Transients emulated by injecting single/multiple bit errors into memory 

and CPU registers

most (90-99%) of device-level transients can be modeled as logic-level, single-bit 

errors 

Error origin not presumed

timing issue due to hardware/software problems, 

noise source and address bus errors that result in the wrong data being written 

to/read from the memory 

Error location 

random within the range for stack/data/register injections 

pre-selected (based on profiling) functions for code injection



Injection Targets

Target Kernel space User space

Code Subsystems: e.g., mm, fs, kernel, arch.

Functions: e.g., schedule.

Instructions: any or selected subset, e.g., branch, 

load, and store.

Functions: e.g., main

Instructions: any or selected 

subset (e.g., branch, load, store)

Data Initialize and un-initialize data Static data and 
dynamically allocated 
memory (heap)

Stack Data on a kernel stack Data on an application 
stack

CPU 
Registers

General purpose registers
System registers (supervisor model), 
e.g., memory management registers, configuration 
registers, performance monitor registers, exception 
handling registers, cache/memory subsystem registers, 
and miscellaneous registers.

General purpose registers

Memory 
range

Any location in the system addressable 
memory space

Any location in application  
memory space 



Outcome Categories

Outcome 
Category 

Description 

Activated The corrupted instruction/data is executed/used. 

Not Manifested 
The corrupted instruction/data is executed/used, however it 
does not cause a visible abnormal impact on the system. 

Fail Silence 
Violation 

Either operating system or application erroneously detects the 
presence of an error or allows incorrect data/response to 
propagate out. Workload programs are instrumented to detect 
errors. 

 

Crash 

Application/OS stops working, e.g., bad trap or system panic.  

Crash handlers embedded into OS are enhanced to enable 
dump of failure data (processor and memory state). 

Hang System resources are exhausted resulting in a non-operational 
application/system, e.g., deadlock or livelock . 

 



Example: Characterization of Linux in presence of 

Transient Errors 

Crash Cause in Pentium 
(Total 1982)

Kernel Panic    

0.1% Invalid TSS     

1.0%
Divide Error    

0.1%

Invalid 

Instruction  

16.0%

Bad Paging      

43.2%

Bounds Trap     

0.1%General 

Protect. Fault

12.1%

NULL Pointer    

27.5%

Bad Paging      

NULL Pointer    

Invalid Instruction  

General Protect. Fault

Kernel Panic    

Invalid TSS     

Divide Error    

Bounds Trap     

Crash Cause in PPC
(Total 872)

Alignment       

1.6% Panic!!!        

0.1%

Bus Error       

0.7%

Machine Check

1.4%

Stack Overflow

12.7%

Bad Area        

66.9%

Illegal 

Instruction

16.3%

Bad Trap        

0.4%

Bad Area        

Illegal Instruction

Stack Overflow

Machine Check

Alignment       

Panic!!!        

Bus Error       

Bad Trap        

Intel Pentium 4                                               Motorola PPC G4

• NULL Pointer: NULL pointer de-reference;

• Bad Paging: Other bad paging except NULL pointer;

• General Protection Fault: Exceeding segment limit;

• Kernel Panic: Operating system detects an error;

• Invalid TSS: Selector, or code segment is outside table 

limit;

• Bounds Trap: Bounds checking error.

• Bad Area: Bad paging access including NULL pointer;

• Stack Overflow: Stack pointer of a process is out of 

range;

• Machine Check: Errors on the processor-local bus;

• Alignment: Load/Store operands are not word-aligned;

• Bus Error: Protection faults;

• Bad trap: Unknown exceptions.

Error injection into Linux (2.4.22) kernel code, kernel data, kernel stack, and 
processor system registers: over 115,000 errors injected



Latency Distributions for 

Stack Injection

Early detection of kernel 
stack overflow on PPC 
major contributor to 
reduced crash latency
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Crash Severity (Linux injections)

Significant percentage (33%) of errors that alter the control path have no 

effect

The 90% most severe crashes are due to reversing the condition of a 

branch instruction

The most severe crashes require a complete reformatting of the file 

system on the disk (9 cases)

Can take nearly an hour to recover the system

Profound impact on availability

To achieve 5NINES of availability (5 minutes/yr downtime) one can afford such a 

failure in 12 years

Severity 

Level 
Process to Recover 

User  

Interference 

Downtime 

Most Severe 
File system reformatting; resetting 

kernel 

Yes ?  1 hour 

Severe File system check and recover by fsck. Yes > 5 minutes 

Normal Operating System automatic reboot. No < 4 minutes 

 


